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A significant reason for sell-off in the S&P 500 could be
attributed to Jerome Powell’s speech at the Jackson Hole,
Wyoming annual retreat in which he suggested a “restrictive
policy could cause some pain.” Powell’s remarks seem
supported by robust data on the economy. Unemployment is
historically low, and initial jobless claims, which are released
weekly and are a good precursor to the monthly employment
figures, have remained very low as well. In spite of negative real
wage growth, the consumer has been remarkably resilient, with
retail sales continuing to rise and confidence remaining sanguine.
It is worth noting that there has been some softening in housing,
an important sector that drives economic growth and can impact
consumption of durable goods. However, tight inventory of
houses and higher mortgage rates have likely contributed to this
slowdown. Purchasing manager surveys continue to show there
is decent demand for goods and services, as reflected by new
orders. Prices paid by purchasing managers for labor and
materials continue to fall, and their plans for hiring are generally
positive. Overall, the various purchasing manager surveys show
some signs of rebounding activity, and these surveys have
historically been effective leading indicators showing the likely
path for future economic growth. The price of gas at the pump
has come down nationwide, assisted by the US release of
strategic petroleum reserves and the reduction or elimination of
gasoline taxes in many states. Food inflation seems to have
peaked as well as global wheat markets were helped by initiation
of wheat exports from Ukraine. While many measures of inflation

seem to have peaked, inflation still remains too high for the Fed.
In short, decent economic conditions give the Fed cover to
continue their focus on bringing inflation down, and the markets
seem prepared for higher short term interest rates. What
remains to be seen is how long-term interest rates will respond,
as they are more a reflection of market expectations of economic
activity. Recently, long term rates have been drifting higher,
suggesting the markets feel reasonably comfortable that the Fed
is not about to “break” the economy with its removal of liquidity
and tightening of monetary conditions. However, the 2-10s yield
curve continues to remain inverted pointing to possible recession
in the not-too-distant future. Just like the Fed, the markets
remain data dependent and the jury remains out on whether the
Fed will be able to engineer a soft landing in US economic
growth.

MARKETS

Most asset classes posted losses in August as interest rates rose
and stocks fell. A handful of asset classes (Bank Loans, Emerging
Market Equities, and Commodities) eked out small positive gains,
but those were insufficient to offset losses in the other sectors,
and diversified portfolios experienced negative returns for the
month. The flagship S&P 500 index started the month at just
above 4100 and ended it at 3955 for a 4.1% loss. This was the
S&P 500’s biggest percentage decline in August since 2015. With
the exception of Energy stocks which rose 2.2% and Utilities which

SUMMARY: The stock market attempted to continue to rally off of the June lows but traded lower after
the Jackson Hole meeting. A mid-August peak for the S&P 500 at just above 4300 proved to be the high
point as it sold off from there ending the month lower than where it started. Interest rates continued to
rise, as did the US Dollar. Commodities drifted lower, and while energy prices have dropped a bit in the US,
they have risen markedly in Europe and elsewhere.

US Equities Take a Pause P/Es Have Fallen to Fair Value 2 Year & 10 Year Yields Push Higher
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had a small 0.1% increase, all sectors within the S&P 500 ended
lower. Information Technology was impacted most, dropping
6.3% during the month. During the second quarter, sales and
earnings have registered generally better results than were
expected, despite analyst concerns. Elsewhere, overseas markets
fell broadly as well, while the US dollar continued its march
higher.

For the month, the 10-Year Treasury Note yield increased
substantially from 2.7% to a 3.2%. However, the largest rise
across the range of maturities was experienced by 3-year
Treasurys, moving 0.71% higher, ending the month at 3.52%.
Higher rates across the yield curve are starting to draw investor
interest. While this increase in demand is still very new, investors
are beginning to get attracted to shorter Treasurys up to 3 years
in maturity. The yield curve remains inverted, with short rates
higher than long term rates. It is notable that yield-curve
inversions have been a fairly reliable leading indicator in
foretelling oncoming recessions. However, the most reliable of all

yield curve measures, the difference between the yields on 3-
month T-bills and 10-year notes, remains positive.

INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

The four main issues of concern facing the markets – the
effects of COVID on the economy, the Russian invasion of
Ukraine, persistent inflation, and tighter monetary policy in
most locales – have stayed lodged at the forefront for most of
2022. While there are ongoing developments occurring in each
of these areas, the fact of the matter is that they will likely be
with us for some time to come. Economic slowdowns in many
countries and the consequences to corporate earnings are
widely expected and are being priced into most markets. It is
important to remember that markets are discounting
mechanisms, that they are not reflective of events and
conditions in the present so much as what might happen in the
future. In other words, the markets are likely to reach their
lowest levels ahead of when the data provide confirmation. The
risks surround the general idea that the markets aren’t
discounting enough potential monetary tightening, or that the
situations in Ukraine or with COVID will not come to an end
soon. But these are still outlier possibilities, and not the
expected central-case scenario. We believe we are closer to
end of these market headwinds than to the beginning, and we
favor managing investments with a long-term outlook
measured in quarters and years rather than days, weeks, or
months. While diversification has not provided much shelter
recently, we expect this to be a short-lived phenomenon that
should revert to more usual conditions, especially given the rise
in interest rates, which now actually provide some yield. Finally,
we are devoted to investing in the highest quality companies
our research uncovers. We believe this combination of long-
term horizon, diversification, and quality are the best path to
successful investment outcomes.

Manufacturing: Still Strong Consumer Spending: Still Strong Core Inflation Off Peak But Still High

August Last 12 Mos.

Dow Jones Industrial Average -3.7% -9.1%

Nasdaq Composite -4.5% -22.0%

S&P 500 Composite -4.1% -11.2%

S&P MidCap 400 -3.1% -10.4%

S&P SmallCap 600 -4.4% -12.1%

MSCI World  ($) -4.2% -15.1%

MSCI World ex U.S. ($) -4.7% -18.6%

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate -2.8% -11.5%

90-Day Treasury Bills 0.2% 0.4%

Consumer Price Index NSA* (Jul 2022) 0.0% 8.5%

*NSA: Not Seasonally Adjusted     Sources: Bloomberg LP & Wright Investors' Service, Inc.

Total Investment Returns — 8/31/2022
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